
English Homework 
Week 4
Complete the tasks given



Create a character 
profile

A character profile is a description of a characters’ 
appearance, personality and behaviour. An author 
provides this information to help the reader 
understand and know what the character is like –
making the character ‘real’ to the reader.

Look at the image on the next slide. Answer the 
questions.



Answer the questions

• What might the troll be thinking?

• Is the troll looking for something / someone?

• The troll has a rope around its waist. Why?

• Are the people running from the troll? Why?

• Where does the troll live? Does he have family?

• Is there a character who might not be running from the troll?

• Is the troll happy, sad, angry – or maybe confused?

• Why is he holding a boat? – Is the sea nearby?

• Does he have a name?



Write your description of 
your character. Include 

feelings and actions. Look at 
the examples. Can you spot 

expanded noun 
phrases, verbs, adverbs, 

prepositions? Think about 
how these descriptions, tell 

the reader what the 
character is like.

Vocabulary ideas: 

Adjectives: brave, courageous, timid, fearless, 
cruel, crafty, cunning, polite, patient, kind, 
intelligent, crinkled, bulbous, piercing

Prepositions: above, beneath, ahead of, 
among, beside, between, along, beyond, 
across, around, in front of, over, towards

Verbs: stomped, grinned, trampled, toppled, 
dribbled, grasped, sighed, yelped, trudged, 
crept, wept, roamed, groaned, growled



Word of 
the week

Indignant – bonus word – earn 20 
house points when you spell this 
correctly in the weekly spellings 
test.

What does it mean?

Use it in a sentence



Spellings 
for the 

week

spacious

vicious

precious

delicious

malicious

suspicious

conscious

disastrous

mischievous

amateur
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